
CONTACT US

Connecting you and your business

iPad

> One on one training
>> Small group training for your employees
>>> Live networking training
>>>> Exhibition training

Are you or your staff hiding behind technology?
Are your team more comfortable typing than 
talking?

What if I can teach you to walk into the right room, full 
of strangers and present you and your company so you 
walk out with a return on your investment?



Do your staff prefer to use LinkedIn, 
email and other technology rather 
than the most effective face to face 
communications?

Sharon Ritchie has spent years networking 
effectively in the right rooms, with the right 
people and delivering real results and now all 
this knowledge can be shared with you and your 
employees in a choice of personalised bespoke 
trainings.

After talking to many business owners, they admit 
that when networking themselves or when their staff 
network representing the business it can
-  Be costly to the businesses time
-  Should usually take up to four hours minimum out 

of the office with no guarantee of a ROI
-  Feels like lost productivity
-  Not talking to the right people
-  Not at the right events
-  Lots of coffees and not enough conversions

Or simply you are not confident in a networking 
situation where you may be asked to speak, walk 
up to complete strangers to introduce yourself or 
just don’t know how to follow up. Some just felt they 
could not trust their staff to present their business 
correctly in a face to face networking event…. but 
for many this is one of the most terrifying of situations!

Sharon has a solution for all of this
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ADVANTAGES OF FACE TO 
FACE NETWORKING

surprising insights from CEO’s

GAIN LASTING EMOTIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

REMOVES THE LICENCE TO BE HURTFUL 
THAT CAN HAPPEN ONLINE ALL TOO 
OFTEN

INCREASES STAFF FACE TO 
FACE SKILLS

INSTANTLY READ EXPRESSION 
OF FEELINGS

CLEAR COMMUNICATION 
THROUGH RAPPORT

INSTANT CONNECTIONS THAT 
ARE NOT POSSIBLE ONLINE

KEEPS THE ‘GO GET’ ATTITUDE LOST 
WITH SOCIAL PLATFORMS

INCREASES SELF IMAGE AND 
AWARENESS OF PROFESSIONALISM

INCREASES CUSTOMER AND 
CLIENT LOYALTY

CREATES FOCUS AND RESULTS



The AMAZING POWER of 
Face-to-Face Meetings

Sharon’s UK wide Bespoke courses cover

-  How to be you

-  Fishing in the right ponds

-  Preparation prior to an event

-  Presenting your business in under a 

minute

-  At the event energy and authenticity

-  After the event and the fortune in the 

follow up

-  Identifying your niche

-  Building lasting relationships so that you 

will be remembered

Each course will consist of

-  Small group or one to one coaching

-  Lots of practical role playing, 

presentations and all based around your 

company values and key messages

-  Live off site networking events

-  *Live exhibition events

*Exhibitions on request

“No matter how heavy your workload is... everyone can  
and should be a networker.”
R. Branson

TAKE ACTION

MAKE CHANGES

SEE RESULTS



Mitchell House,
5 Mitchell Street

Edinburgh EH6 7BG
E: sharon@sharonritchie.scot

M: 07714 986851
W: www.sharonritchie.scot

A Professional Service for the Professional
Don’t loose the art of powerful face to face communication…

Sharon has worked with many industries including

Solicitors | Lawyers | Accountants | Surveyors | Financial Firms | Micro SME’s | SME’s

CONTACT US

Connecting you and your business

“If you are looking for someone or a service ask Sharon 
Ritchie. Sharon knows everybody and everybody knows 
her.”

Bill Smith, Managing Director of Scotia Wealth Management

“Sharon is one of great the champion of networkers -  
networking is based on the question “How can I help you” 
and not “what can I get” and this is where Sharon shines, 
on helping others achieve success, without looking for any 
gain for herself.  Sharon consistently puts people in contact 
with the right contacts to help their business grow.”

Linda Scott CEO West Lothian Chamber of Commerce

“Sharon has got a remarkable talent of connecting with 
business people (in a professional manner!) instantly. She 
listens, learns and understands their business needs in a 
natural and conversational way. It is a breath of fresh air 
compared to the scripted, ‘salsey’ pitches you typically 
hear Sharon is one of my most valued contacts who I 
would highly recommend to other professionals.”

Ewan A Menzies, Director, CTA Global


